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Making Choices is a cycle of exhibitions that focuses on the years between

MakingChoices

1920 and 1960, a period of great social and political turmoil and spirited
artistic debate. As the original visions of modern art matured, they simulta
neously provoked dissenting reactions and spawned parallel experiments in
a wide range of mediums. No general survey could encompassthe art of this
period without diminishing its essential variety. Making Choices instead
presents twenty-four distinct exhibitions, all of them drawn entirely from the
collection of The Museum of Modern Art. Some concentrate on one artist's
achievement or a single aspect of it; others explore broad artistic move
ments, themes, or traditions. Some are devoted to a particular moment or
medium; others span the entire century and incorporate works in a wide
range of mediums.
At any given moment artists confront divergent opportunities and challenges
defined by the art that has come before and by the changing world around
them. Each artist responds differently; competing programs and imperatives
sharpen those differences; and independent traditions in particular mediums
further nourish variety. Even the art that in retrospect seems the most inno
vative is deeply rooted in the constellation of uncertain choices from which it
arose. Modern art is justly celebrated for its spirit of ceaseless invention;
these exhibitions aim as well to stress its vital multiplicity.
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(PrecisionOptics). 1925. Motor-drivenconstruction: painted
wood demisphereon black velvet disk, copper collar with plexi
glassdome, motor, pulley,and metal stand, 58Vi x 25'/i x 24"
(148.6 x 64.2 x 60.9 cm). The Museumof ModernArt, New
York. Gift of Mrs. William Sislerand EdwardJamesFund.
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Museum Web site at www.moma.org or you may visit The Edward John Noble Education Center. For further
information about Public Programs, please call the Department of Education at 212-708-9781.
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